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Unix in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference for SVR4 and Solaris 7 (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 1999
You may have seen Unix quick-reference guides, but you've never seen anything like UNIX in a Nutshell. Not a scaled-down quick reference of common commands, UNIX in a Nutshell is a complete reference containing all commands and options, along with generous descriptions and examples that put the commands in context. For all but the...
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Learning Linux Shell ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2015

	
		Unleash the power of shell scripts to solve real-world problems by breaking through the practice of writing tedious code 

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn how to efficiently and effectively build shell scripts and develop advanced applications with this handy book
	
			Develop high...
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Masterminds of Programming: Conversations with the Creators of Major Programming LanguagesO'Reilly, 2009
Masterminds of Programming features exclusive interviews with the creators of several historic and highly influential programming languages. In this unique collection, you'll learn about the processes that led to specific design decisions, including the goals they had in mind, the trade-offs they had to make, and how their experiences have left an...
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A Practical Guide to UNIX® for Mac OS® X UsersPrentice Hall, 2005
The Most Useful UNIX Guide for Mac OS X Users Ever, with Hundreds of High-Quality Examples!
Beneath Mac OS® X’s stunning graphical user interface (GUI) is the most powerful operating system ever created: UNIX®. With unmatched clarity and...
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Special Edition Using Perl 5 for Web ProgrammingQue, 1996
Back in 1986, a UNIX programmer by the name of Larry Wall found himself working on a task that involved generating reports from a great many text files, with cross-references. Because he was a UNIX programmer, and because the problem involved manipulating the contents of text files, he started to use awk for the task. But it soon became clear that...
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UNIX & Shell ProgrammingOxford University Press, 2014

	Beginning with the description of operating system in general the book discusses features that made Unix the most suitable operating system of its time. An overview of file management in Unix and commonly used Unix commands is then provided. Further, it delves into the detailed description of file system and compression techniques, processes...
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sed, awk and Regular Expressions Pocket Reference (Pocket Reference (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2000

	For people who create and modify text files, sed and awk are power tools for editing. sed, awk, and regular expressions allow programmers and system administrators to automate editing tasks that need to be performed on one or more files, to simplify the task of performing the same edits on multiple files, and to write...
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Perl by Example (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
Perl, now more than ever!
 A few years ago, Perl was a secret of UNIX® programmers who wanted to combine the power of grep, awk, sed, tr, shells and C in a single easy language. These days it's everywhere, as the source language for the CGI scripts that make the Internet go 'round.  

 This Second Edition of Perl by Example is...
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UNIX: The Complete Reference, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Get cutting-edge coverage of the newest releases of UNIX--including Solaris 10, all Linux distributions, HP-UX, AIX, and FreeBSD--from this thoroughly revised, one-stop resource for users at all experience levels. Written by UNIX experts with many years of experience starting with Bell Laboratories, UNIX: The Complete Reference, Second...
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Learning Perl, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2008
Learning Perl is designed for those who seek a rapid working knowledge of Perl. A public domain language, Perl has established itself as the premier UNIX scripting language--replacing facilities such as the shell, sed and awk. It is currently taking root in non-UNIX markets as well. Perl is a high-level, multi-purpose language. It is used in...
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UNIX® Shells by Example, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 2001
Five UNIX shells, three essential utilities, one indispensable  resource!

	
    Learn UNIX shell programming the easy way, using hands-on  examples 

    
	
    Covers all five leading UNIX shells-C, Bourne, Korn, bash, and  tcsh 

    
	...
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Java Regular Expressions: Taming the java.util.regex EngineApress, 2003
Java has always been an excellent language for working with objects. But  Java’s text manipulation mechanisms have always been limited, compared to  languages like AWK and Perl. On the flip side, a new regular expressions package  in Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) brings hope to the Java text mechanisms. This  package provides you...
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